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ABSTRACT
Autonomous agents in real-world environments may encounter

undesirable outcomes or negative side effects (NSEs) when working

collaboratively alongside other agents. We frame the challenge of

minimizing NSEs in a multi-agent setting as a lexicographic decen-
tralized Markov decision process in which we assume independence

of rewards and transitions with respect to the primary assigned

tasks, but allowing negative side effects to create a form of depen-

dence among the agents. We present a lexicographic Q-learning

approach to mitigate the NSEs using human feedback models while

maintaining near-optimality with respect to the assigned tasks—up

to some given slack. Our empirical evaluation across two domains

demonstrates that our collaborative approach effectively mitigates

NSEs, outperforming non-collaborative methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Autonomous agents operating in the real world frequently generate

undesired outcomes [8, 10, 14, 18] that are challenging to rectify

during their training phase. Prior works have identified several

categories of side effects, such as misspecification of rewards in

reinforcement learning (RL) or goals in symbolic planning [2, 12, 13],

distributional shift in the deployed environment [11], and reward

gaming [4]. Lately, there has been a growing focus on scenarios
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Figure 1: Illustration of multi-agent negative side effects (NSEs) in
a boxpushing domain. Four robots collaborate by pushing boxes in a
large space. Accomplishing the primary objective of each robot does
not require coordination, but the surfaces in each room produce
loud noises when adjacent agents push boxes simultaneously.

in which an agent’s actions directly influence the performance of

other entities within the environment [1, 10]. Given the numerous

settings where cooperative agents coexist and collaborate [5, 9], it

becomes essential to investigate the occurrence of side effects in

such multi-agent environments.

This work focuses on cooperative multi-agent settings, such

as robot teams in warehouses or fleets of autonomous vehicles.

While individual agents may excel in their primary tasks, their joint

actions generate unforeseen side effects by leaving impacts on the

agency of other agents or the environment itself, illustrated in Fig. 1.

We address scenarios where isolated execution of agents’ policies

is side-effect-free, but their combined actions induce negative side
effects (NSEs), initially unknown to the agents.

We adopt a lexicographic multi-objective approach by formu-

lating the problem with a Lexicographic Markov Decision Process

(LMDP) [16]. We present a combined approach integrating lexico-

graphic multi-objective learning and coordinated Q-Learning to

minimize the impacts of NSEs in a multi-agent environment. To the

best of our knowledge, there is no existing solver for multi-agent

lexicographic multi-objective problems. The occurrences of side ef-

fects are learned from human feedback, as the agents were initially

unaware of the penalties associated with the NSEs.

Our primary contributions are fourfold: (1) formalizing the prob-

lem of multi-agent NSEs as a lexicographic Decentralized Markov

Decision Process (DEC-MDP) [3] with local interaction, (2) defin-

ing a way to collect and generalize the joint penalty function from

human feedback, (3) presenting a method for minimizing NSEs
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with a coordinated lexicographic Q-learning (C-LQL) solver, and

(4) evaluating our approach and comparing it to non-coordinated

and single-agent lexicographic Q-learning approaches.

2 FRAMEWORK FOR MINIMIZING NSE
Consider a cooperative multi-agent setting with 𝑛 agents operating

independently to complete their respective assigned tasks, which

are their primary objectives, 𝑂1 = {𝑜1, . . . , 𝑜𝑛}. The agents oper-
ate based on a transition and reward independent DEC-MDP [3],

𝑀′
that contains all the necessary information to complete their

assigned tasks. However, the agents’ models do not fully capture

all the objectives in the complex real-world environment in which

the agents operate. In this case, there is an additional secondary

objective, 𝑂2, that the agents need to minimize NSEs. The two ob-

jectives in𝑀′
are: primary assigned tasks (𝑂1) and mitigating side

effects (𝑂2), where 𝑂1 ≻ 𝑂2. Although the agents are transition

and reward independent w.r.t. 𝑂1, NSEs occur primarily because of

their joint interaction.

We make the following assumptions: (1) executing the primary

policy of each agent in isolation produces no negative side effects,

but their joint policy 𝜋 ′ = {𝜋1, . . . 𝜋𝑛} produces NSEs, unknown to

the agents apriori, (2) the subset of agents interacting with each

other to produce NSEs is much smaller than the total number of

agents, (3) NSEs are undesirable but not catastrophic, and (4) NSEs

result immediately from the joint execution in a state. Building on

this, we define multi-agent negative side effects (MANSE), in which

the occurrence and penalty for NSEs, denoted by 𝑅𝑁 , depends on

what actions agents perform jointly in a state. We assume a given

interaction graph to facilitate the coordination between the agents.

Definition 2.1 Let 𝐺 = (𝑋, 𝐸) be an interaction graph where

each node 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 represents an agent 𝑖 and each hyperlink 𝑙 ∈ 𝐸

connects a subset of agents to form the reward component 𝑅𝑙 .

𝐹 = {𝑓1, . . . , 𝑓𝑙 } denotes set the cost functions where 𝑓𝑙 represents
the cost function associated with each hyperlink 𝑙 . Moreover, we

define F𝑖 to be the set of functions denoting which function nodes

are connected to variable 𝑥𝑖 , representing agent 𝑖 . This hypergraph

is formed to facilitate the interaction between agents to optimize

the joint penalty where each hyperlink represents a subgroup of

agents creating NSEs.

Definition 2.2 The joint penalty function, 𝑅𝑁 : 𝑆 ×𝐴 → R
for MANSE is divisible among subgroups of agents and can be

expressed as 𝑅𝑁 (𝑠, 𝑎) = ∑
𝑙 𝑅𝑙 (𝑠𝑙 , 𝑎𝑙 ) where 𝑙 = {𝑖1, . . . , 𝑖𝑘 } denotes

a subgroup of size 𝑘 . Moreover, 𝑠𝑙 = ⟨𝑠𝑙1 , . . . , 𝑠𝑙𝑘 ⟩ denotes the state
of group 𝑙 and 𝑎𝑙 = ⟨𝑎𝑙1 , . . . , 𝑎𝑙𝑘 ⟩ denotes the action of group 𝑙 .

Definition 2.3 The augmented MDP for a given MANSE prob-

lem is a lexicographic DEC-MDP (LDEC-MDP), which is a multi-

agent extension of LMDP [16], denoted as �̃� = ⟨𝑆, �̃�, 𝑃, �̃�, 𝑜, �̃�⟩. �̃�
is a DEC-MDP with two reward functions �̃� = {𝑅1, 𝑅𝑁 } where 𝑅1
is the independent reward associated with the primary objective

and 𝑅𝑁 is the joint reward associated with NSE of joint actions. 𝑅𝑁
follows the decomposition described in Defn. 2.2. Moreover, 𝑂 =

{𝑂1,𝑂2} is the ordering of the objectives where 𝑂1 = {𝑜1, . . . , 𝑜𝑛}
is the primary objectives associated with the agents’ independent

assigned tasks described by reward 𝑅1. Here, 𝑜𝑖 represents the pri-

mary objective for agent 𝑖 . 𝑂2 denotes the objective to minimize

NSEs and 𝑂1 ≻ 𝑂2. �̃� refers to the collection of 𝚫 for each agent.

Figure 2: Minimizing Negative Side Effects across different
problem sizes in the boxpushing domain

In order to reduce negative side effects in a multi-agent setting

we have to to solve the corresponding LDEC-MDP. Our complete so-

lution framework for minimizing NSEs involves the following two

steps: (1) gathering information about NSEs using human feedback

and generalizing them to unseen situations; (2) using a coordinated

learning approach to solve the augmented LDEC-MDP. In the first

step, the oracle, typically representing human feedback, provides

signals about undesirable actions, which is later generalized by

the simulator. In the second step, the agents learn to minimize

NSEs jointly with the penalty they receive from the simulator using

Coordinated Lexicographic Q-learning (C-LQL). We use a combina-

tion of two approaches: (1) a lexicographic Q-learning solver for

LMDP [15], and (2) a Coordinated Q-learning (CQL) approach that

uses a Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem (DCOP) [6, 7]

solver to acquire joint Q-values for NSE minimization [17].

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
We compare three baselines: (1) Independent Lexicographic Q-learn-

ing (I-LQL) approach [13] which is a model-free modification of the

model-based LMDP solver (2) No Communication Lexicographic

Q-learning (NoCom-LQL) approach where the agents learn indi-

vidual Q functions by dividing the joint penalty equally among

each member of group, and (3) Prior denotes the amount of side

effects before minimizing NSEs. We explore the scalability of our

approach by varying the problem size in number of agents and

density. Figure 2 shows the performance in different problem sizes

in a modified boxpushing problem [13]. In all the problem setups,

C-LQL performs better than the other two approaches with the best

result of 90% reduction in NSEs in the 7 agent setup.

We analyze the performance of using lexicographic Q-learning

with and without coordination. Our analysis shows that C-LQL
minimizes NSEs in different problem settings better than the unco-

ordinated version, without using much slack. In future work, we

aim to extend our approach to fit a more general class of multi-

agent problems where the side effects are generated by dynamic

interactions among agents.
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